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Abstract
In this paper the E-mail Directory Harvest Attacks
(DHA) are investigated. The goal of the DHA attacker
is to identify valid e-mail addresses in a system, which
addresses can be sold or used for spanming purposes.
To achieve the goal the attacker tries numerous different addresses and selects valid addresses according to the
response of the e-mail server. We elaborated a method
for optimizing the wordlist size used by the attacker under limited resources. This optimization provides deeper
insight into the capabilities of the DHA attacker, and
yields firm ways upon which efficient protection can be
developed. We analyzed the results and proved that our
method is optimal. We present an efficient countermeasure against DHA. This is a network based method, where
the possible attack events are collected by a trusted server
(DHA RBL server). The DHA RBL server analyzes the
data and builds up the list of attackers, which enables
our prototype client module to filter out all emails coming from known attackers. The prototype implementation
was examined in real-life systems, the results show that
our approach is viable.
Keywords: Brute-force, dictionary attacks, directory harvest attacks, e-mail

1

Introduction

In the e-mail Directory Harvest Attack (DHA) the attacker’s goal is to gain information about the e-mail addresses used in an internet domain. The collected e-mail
addresses can be sold or used for sending spam. The attacker tries various e-mail addresses, and collects those
addresses where the SMTP server of the attacked domain
did not respond with an ’unknown user’ error message.
After a successful DHA the e-mail address gets inserted
into a bulk e-mail address list and spam starts flooding
the identified address.

The attack itself creates a high load on the attacked
SMTP server. The high load can slow down the processing of the e-mail and degrades other services on the SMTP
server, or the server can stop responding (DoS - Denial of
Service). Therefore, we have to protect against DHA. We
also have to protect the privacy of the users of the system and try to prevent unsolicited e-mails by disabling
the possibility of collecting e-mail addresses.
The DHA attackers typically use some dictionary for
the attack. Such a dictionary typically has a fixed size.
The attack is launched against several systems with the
same dictionary. One after the other words from the dictionary are tried on every targeted SMTP server, and the
valid e-mail addresses are collected. The attackers often
use multiple attacking computers, therefore it is a distributed attack. We show that this basic method of DHA
is not optimal, and under resource constraint (when the
number of trials is fixed) the attacker can increase the
expected number of collected e-mail addresses by applying variable size of dictionary. We improve the attack
by varying the size of the wordlist according to the expected number of users on the attacked SMTP server.
We also prove that our method is optimal under certain
constraints. The goal of such an optimization is to the
develop a more efficient countermeasure. If we are able
to protect against the worst attack, we surely can deploy
protection against typical real-life attack.
We recommend a centralized protection method, where
a realtime blacklisting server (DHA RBL server) gets information about every host that sends e-mails to unknown
addresses. An e-mail SMTP server can query the DHA
RBL server at the beginning of each incoming SMTP (email) connection wether the DHA RBL server previously
enlisted the sender as an attacker. If a sender is enlisted
as a possible DHA attacker, the SMTP server can reject
receiving e-mails from the sender. We present a prototype
implementation of the proposed detection mechanism.
This paper is an extended version of our earlier confer-
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ence presentation [3]. Moreover, the first version of our
prototype system was used for DoS protection [2]. The
present version contains more detailed descriptions about
our prototype; furthermore, the mathematical and technical details were also improved with respect to the previous
versions.
The structure of the paper is the following:
Related works are presented in Section 2. Section 3
contains the description of the DHA optimization problem, the definition of the algorithms, and the analysis.
Here we prove the optimality of our attacking method.
We also provide hints on the economical reasons for an
attack. Our sample results for the effect of optimization
is presented using simulation results.
Countermeasures against directory harvest attacks are
described in Section 4. Our centralized protection system is is also presented in this section. Finally, Section 5
summarizes the paper.

2

Related Work

Dictionary attacks to crack passwords have been known
for a long time. The oldest attacks were aimed at telnet
and ftp accounts. Lately, attacks are deployed against
SSH, POP3, RAS, Samba, and various HTTP based services.
These attacks show some similarity to DHA attacks, in
the sense that the attacker’s goal is to identify valid data
and filter out the rest. Active countermeasure is possible
for online systems: the invalid access / harvest trials can
be detected and therefore the attackers can be rejected.
The typical countermeasure for brute force on-line
password cracking is locking of the affected accounts, however this can result in a Denial of Service (DoS) attack
against users of a particular system (see [12] for some details). The solution therefore can be extended e.g. by
Captcha-based unlocking mechanism: The user cannot
log into the locked account, but the account can be unlocked semi-automatically if the user proves that he is
human and not an attacking program. A Captcha is an
automated Turing test, a question that a human can answer, but an algorithm cannot. (e.g. recognition of characters in a picture [1] )
Other possible protection is to insert some delay into
the authentication process after a number of unsuccessful
trials. Although this can deny the attack from a single
host, it cannot solve the problem with a distributed attack. If the whole system slows down then a DoS attack
is possible.
One possible protection against a DHA is via manipulation of SMTP error message (SMTP error 550 according
to [11]), the message is distorted or withheld.
We think that this solution would be harmful, since
this information is very important to the legitimate users
of the internet. Some other solutions protect against DHA
by filtering out hosts which send large volume of emails
to non-existing (unknown) addresses. Unfortunately, this
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method does not protect the system from a highly distributed attack.
Many commercial solutions also provide countermeasures against harvest attacks. The Kerio MailServer [10]
detects emails to unknown addresses and above a threshold the server begins to filter out possible attackers. This
method can be inefficient against a distributed attack.
The Postini enterprise spam filtering manages e-mail
services with DHA protection. Their white paper [14]
gives details about the provided DHA protection method
and about the DHA problem as well. Postini website
also has important statistical data about current DHA
activity they detected. No details about the principals of
protection method are published.
The Secluda Inboxmaster offers customizable SMTP
error message: If a spam is detected during the mail delivery (by other parts of the system), a bounce message is
sent back to let the sender think that the address is not
valid. The trial messages of DHA attackers often cannot
be identified as spam, therefore the protection capabilities
of this method is limited.
To the best of our knowledge, existing open source
projects, like ProjectHoneypot [13] have not yet integrated protection against DHA. The ProjectHoneypot
system tries to identify spammers by trap e-mail addresses. This can be extended by the identification of
mass e-mail senders with many messages to unknown recipients. That was the initial idea described in this paper.
The producers of commercial products typically do
not disclose detailed information about the protection
method. We try to give a detailed description of the attack and our proposed protection.

3

Common Method of DHA and
Our Proposed Enhancement

The main idea of the DHA attack is to test the validity of
individual e-mail addresses. If an address is invalid, the
target system (SMTP server) will respond with an error
message thus enabling the attacker to identify the address
as invalid.
During the SMTP protocol the client generally sends
four basic protocol elements to the sender: a welcome
message, the address of the sender, the address of the
recipient, and the actual data of the e-mail (including
header information). Each of the protocol steps is acknowledged by the server. After the client sends a recipient’s address, and the address is not known by the server,
the server generally responds to the client with an error
message. In this way, an attacker can easily test the validity of e-mail addresses without even finishing all the
protocol steps.
The goal of the attacker is to collect a list of valid
e-mail addresses (also know as local parts) in a system.
The attacker therefore tries lot of different possible local
parts and according to the answers of the server, he selects those addresses which are not responded by an error
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message from the SMTP server. The attacker cannot do
too much with a single collected e-mail address, but a list
of thousands or millions of addresses can be very valuable for him. The collected email addresses can be sold
for various purposes, mainly for delivering unsolicited emails. Usually an attacker attacks multiple systems and
tries a huge number of possible e-mail address local parts.
In case of a distributed attack the attacker has control over multiple computers. With the usage of multiple
computers the attacker can carry out a wider scale attack,
attacking more SMTP systems and deploying more trials
against a single SMTP server. In addition, the ability of
the attacked systems to identify attackers can also be affected: Sometimes it is nearly impossible to distinguish
between an attacker and a legitimate user mistyping an
email address. If multiple attacking computers attack a
single SMTP server, then a single attacker tries only a
few addresses (5-100), which makes it more difficult to
detect the attack. To protect the SMTP server it is not
enough to filter out a single attacker, we have to filter out
all attackers. Obviously, fighting against a distributed attack is considerably harder than fighting against a single,
well-identifiable attacking computer.
The directory harvest attack can be categorized into
two main categories:

4) The attacker collects the results from the zombies
and analyzes it.
A network attack with a similar method is presented
in [7].
We experienced that most harvest attacks aim hosts
with immediate SMTP error reporting (if a mail is coming
to an unknown address). Some of our hosts simply accept
all incoming e-mails and pass them to another (protected)
host (e.g. a firewall). On these systems a DHA attack is
still possible, but the attacker should use and maintain
a valid return address to get notified about the unknown
users. We found that these hosts are almost never attacked by DHA. Using log analysis we found that the size
of the dictionary of the attackers is around 100, 000 different words. Some attackers do not use a static dictionary
but try to build up artificially generated words from syllables (eg. ’kizu’, ’pugeriu’).

3.2

Reasons to Attack: The Economy of
the DHA

The attacker might earn profit from selling e-mail addresses for spamming purposes.
The attacker tries to maximize the profit from the
attack. The net profit of the attacker is calculated by
• The attacker tries all possible valid character com- the following formula V = −(C0 − fc (t)) + I where
t
binations with a limited number of characters. This
P
ps (wj ) ∗ µ.
can be enhanced such that only wordlike strings are I =
j=1
used.
Here C os the initial cost of the attack, f (t) is the
0

• The attacker uses a wordlist (or dictionary) of possible (frequent) user names (e-mail address localparts). The wordlist is typically based on dictionary
or generated using collected list of e-mail addresses.
The typical attacker cannot achieve a successful attack
with ten-millions of e-mail trials to a single host, therefore
we only analyze the problem of the more efficient wordlist
based attacks.

3.1

Description
Method

of

Common

c

cost depending on the number of trials, furthermore I is
the income decomposed into a sum, where ps (wj ) is the
success probability for the word tried in the j-th step,
while µ is the value of an identified address.
We do not know the exact cost function, therefore in
this section our goal is to optimize (maximize) the value
of the income (I).
Figure 1 illustrates the cost and income curves: The
intersection of them corresponds to the maximal profit of
the attackers.

Attack

The actions of a DHA attacker can be described by the
following steps:
1) The attacker selects a number of destination domains. The selection can be based on public information available about the domains. (E.g. number
of expected users on the system)
2) The attacker gains control over innocent victim computers and turns them into zombies, computers which
are remotely controllable by the attacker. This attack can be done by installing and running malicious
code on the victim computer (by a trojan program
[6] or e-mail worm [5], etc.)
3) The attacker carries out the attack by controlling the
zombies.

Figure 1: Cost and income functions of the attacker
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3.3

The Algorithms

Let us introduce a few notations. An attacker controls
zombie computers, A = {A1 , A2 , · · · , ANA }, where NA
denotes the number of the zombies.
The target of the attack is the following set of domains: D = {D1 , D2 , · · · , DND }. Within domain j
j
we have users U j = {U1j , U2j , · · · , UN
The dictioj }.
U

i[d] ⇐ 1
end for
trial ⇐ 1
while trial ≤ t do
d ⇐ 1, pmax ⇐ 0, target ⇐ 0
while d ≤ ND do
if p(Wi[d] ∈ U d ) > pmax then
pmax ⇐ p(Wi[d] ), target ⇐ d
end if
end while
Try(word Wi[target] , on domain target)
i[target] ⇐ i[target] + 1
trial ⇐ trial + 1
end while
The wordlist elements are tried one after the other, i[d]
denotes the index of the next word in the wordlist for a
given d domain.
In every step Algorithm 2 tries to find the index of
the word where the probability of the success is maximal.
This step is repeated for every trial until the limit of trials
is reached.

nary (wordlist) of the known email address local parts
(i.e. e-mail user names) is denoted by the sequence
W = W1 , W2 , · · · , WNW therefore the size of the list is
NW .
For a geographic (cultural) region we can assume that
the distribution of the local parts is very similar for every
domain.
We assume that the probability distribution of the
words {P (Wi )} in every domain is known by the attacker.
The attacker’s dictionary is sorted according to the descending order of probabilities. (P (Wi ) ≥ P (Wi+1 ) for
every i)
Using 10 million e-mail addresses collected from the internet (from public Web-sites, email traffic, downloadable
address lists) we analyzed the distribution of local parts.
Figure 2 shows the success probability for a DHA trial on 3.4 Analysis of the Algorithms
systems with various user counts.
Now we give formulae for the expected number of successfully found e-mail addresses.
Let random variable Si denote the number of email
addresses found by the attacker when he attacks domain
Di , i = 1, · · · , ND . Random variable S denotes the total
N
D
P
number of successes, i.e. S =
Si . Below we give an
i=1

analysis for the expected value E(S) for the Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 First consider Algorithm 1:


T
T
X
X

E(Si ) = E 
χ{Wj ∈U i }  =
E χ{Wj ∈U i }
j=1

=

T
X

j=1

NUi P (Wj ) = NUi

j=1

T
X

P (Wj ),

j=1

Figure 2: Probability of success for the wordlist elements where T = t/N and χ is the indicator function for set
D
A
in systems with different user numbers
A. Hence we get
The number of attack trials is limited by integer t.
Now we describe the algorithms: Algorithm 1 is the experienced behavior of the DHA attackers. Algorithm 2 is
our proposed algorithm.
Algorithm 1: The attacker tries the first T = t/ND
items of the wordlist for each domain, which are the words
with the highest probability.
Algorithm 2: For every trial the attacker determines
the target domains and selects the domain where the
probability of success is the greatest. The trial is carried
out against the selected domain.
In pseudocode our proposed Algorithm 2 can be described as follows:
for all d ≤ ND do

E(S) =

ND
X

NUi

i=1

T
X

P (Wj ).

j=1

In case of Algorithm 2. let ti denote the number of
trials against domain Di , i = 1, · · · , ND . Note that these
numbers are deterministically determined by the probability distribution P (Wj ),j = 1, 2 · · · , and by the sizes
NUi , i = 1, · · · , ND , as it will be detailed below. Assuming the knowledge of ti , i = 1, · · · , ND , for the expected
number of email addresses found by the attacker applying
Algorithm 2 we get:
E(S) =

ND
X
i=1

NUi

ti
X
j=1

P (Wj ).
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or it remains the same. As we have shown above this
sum of probabilities is actually the expected number of
NUi . For the calculation of the number of trials, we have successfully identified e-mail addresses. In case when the
to maximize function H(t), where
summed probabilities over X ∗ is greater than that of over
X we arrive to a contradiction. (X is not better than Y )
H(t) = E(S) = n1 h(t1 ) + · · · . + nk h(tk ),
In the other case when the two sums of probabilities are
equal, we repeat the step of substitution. Exhausting all
under conditions g(t) = t1 + · · · + tk − t = 0, t1 ≥
possible substitutions we either arrive to a contradiction
0, · · · , tk ≥ 0 where t = (t1 , · · · , tk ), k = ND .
or we’ll see that the result of Algorithm 2 is not inferior
For solving this problem we use the Lagrange’s multito the optimal set X.
plicator technique. We start from function
We introduce notations h(tk ) =

P (Wi ) and ni =

i=1

G(t) = H(t) + λg(t),
and we solve the following system of k + 1 equations:
∂G
∂ti
∂G
∂λ

=

ni h0 (ti ) + λ = 0, i = 1, · · · , k

=

t1 + · · · + tk − t = 0,

3.5

Simulation

To support our results and to show the gain of our algorithm we carried out simulations. Two possible scenarios
with different number of target domains and number of
users were investigated. In the first scenario we set the
number of users in 11 target systems as follows:

{10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 80, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500}.
where h0 denotes the derivative of function h. EliminatIn the second scenario we used a higher number of users
ing λ we arrive to the following system of k equation in
on each of the six targeted systems:
unknowns ti , (i = 1, · · · , ND ):
{1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 8000}.
n1 h0 (t1 ) − ni+1 h0 (ti+1 ) = 0, i = 1, · · · , k − 1
We tried to use real-life data during the simulations.
t1 + · · · + tk − t = 0.
The user names (local parts) were chosen from the previFor instance, we show how to solve this system, when ously collected real-life e-mail address distribution. Morefunction h has the following form h(x) = a/xb , h0 (x) = over the simulated attacker’s dictionary was collected
c/xd , c = −ab, d = b + 1. After some straightforward from the log files of our systems attacked by real-life DHA
algebra we arrive to the following system of linear equa- attackers.
Both simulation scenarios were completed more than
tions:
hundred times, the main results are summarized in Tam1 ti+1 − mi+1 t1 = 0, i = 1, · · · , k − 1
ble 1.
t1 + · · · + tk − t = 0,
Table 1: Simulation results
1/d
where mi = ni . Whence we get the following result
ND Total user succ. Alg. 1. succ. Alg 2.
1/d
ni
(std. dev.)
(std. dev.)
, i = 1, · · · , ND .
ti = t · N
D
11
1730
87 (20.6)
180 (17.1)
P 1/d
ni
6
23000
5395
(146.7)
6754 (107.6)
i=1
It is easy to check that t1 ≥ t2 ≥ · · · ≥ tND and t1 +
t2 + · · · + tND = t.

The heading “Total user” denotes the total number of
users in D, furthermore “succ. Alg i (std. dev.)” denotes
Theorem 1. Algorithm 2 is optimal in the sense that the
the average of successfully identified addresses by Alg. i.
expected number of successfully identified e-mail addresses
(and the standard deviation) The simulation clearly shows
by the attacker is maximal.
the superiority of Algorithm 2.
Proof. Assume that there exists a certain set of trials (X)
that is better than the set (Y ) produced by Algorithm 2.
Our Proposed Solution Against
(both sets have the same size t) Therefore there should 4
exist an element (word, domain pair) x ∈ X for which
Directory Harvest Attacks
x∈
/ Y . Since Algorithm 2 selects elements with highest
possible success probabilities, therefore element x must The goal of protection mechanisms in general is to detect
have success probability less than or equal to the probabil- the possible DHA attackers and to enforce effective counity for any element from Y . Let’s substitute the element termeasures against them. These countermeasures can
x in the set X by an element y, y ∈
/ X and y ∈ Y . Let include the filtering of the traffic from the attackers.
the modified set be denoted with X ∗ . The sum of success
We can separate the possible countermeasures, detecprobabilities for X ∗ compared to that X will be higher tion algorithms into two categories:
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• Host based protection: An autonomous system has carry out an attack enabling him to test lots of addresses
its own protection method, without relying on other from a single attacking host.
parties.
The behavior of the server to the offending computers
(computers on the list) can also be different: Some protec• Network based protection: The system is cooperating
tion methods deny any IP traffic coming from those comwith other parties to protect itself from the DHA. puters, while other servers only reject receiving e-mails
This method can be centralized: a server coordinates
from the attackers. It is also possible that the server only
the protection.
reports a temporary error (like in greylisting [8]) to the
attacker thus the attacker won’t know if he is filtered or
4.1 Limitations of Host Based Methods the delivery should be retried later.
In order to identify valid usernames, a DHA attacker uses
information collected about unknown users in a given domain. Therefore, some protection methods try to achieve
protection against DHA by falsifying or denying information about unknown users. As we mentioned before, these
protection methods rise new problems for the legitimate
human users, therefore any protection method based on
this behavior should be avoided.
Another solution is to filter based on error reports:
When a computer is sending e-mail for an unknown user,
we insert the address of the computer to a list and filter out all requests coming from computers on the list.
To deal with the problem of false positives we only insert computers into the list if the number of e-mails to
unknown recipients exceeds a threshold. The problem
with such host-based filtering algorithm is that it is not
resistant against distributed attacks. Experience shows
that DHA attacks are highly distributed, the maximum
of trials coming from an IP address can be as low as 1-2.
Although the filtering algorithm can filter out attacking
hosts, the attacker can utilize thousands of hosts which
are not yet known by the target. From a global aspect,
the attacking computers should be detected an all targeted SMTP server and should be filtered out by every
individual filter routine to stop the attack.
The simple host based filtering can be extended:

4.2

Proposed Network Based Protection
Method

Our proposed solution is also based on filtering but with a
centralized, network based approach. Parties of the protection are the following: the attacked server host and
the centralized DHA RBL (Real-time blacklist) server.
(check [9] for general information about anti-spam techniques like RBL)
If an attacker sends an email to an unknown address
on the attacked server, the attacked server will send an
error report to the central DHA RBL server. The error
report contains the offending IP address, the recipient address tried, and the time of the attack. The centralized
server collects the reports from the protected servers. If
the number of trials (reports) exceeds a limit, the server
inserts the address of the attacker into the blacklist. The
server also stores the timestamp when the last e-mail was
observed from the given attacker with an unknown recipient.
As usual, the RBL list can be queried by sending an
address as a request to the server questioning if an address
exists in the list. The server does not publish addresses
on the list, instead it simply answers with yes or no.

• We can examine the address field of attacking e- 4.3 Aging
mails. Some attackers sort the wordlist in alphabetFor every blacklist-based method it is very important to
ical order. Similar suspicious properties can serve a
decide how the addresses are cleared from the list. After
starting point of a protection method.
removing the address from the blacklist the attacker can
• The attackers generally use the most frequent e-mail continue the attacks from that address, but if an address
addresses during the attack. This list can be recon- is remained too long on the list, then legitimate traffic
structed by observing the trials of the attackers. An might be blocked for a long time.
There are several methods for clearing the blacklist:
enhancement to the basic protection method can filter out all the IP addresses trying to send emails to
unknown users where the particular username tried Administrator-driven aging: The administrator of the
RBL server manually decides about the removal of
exists in this wordlist.
the address. The owner of the attacking zombie comAlthough these enhancements could be successful for
puter can also ask the RBL administrator to remove
a short time period, the attackers can also adopt to their
the computer from the list. (e.g. the backdoor used
protection and the trials will not be statistically distinto carry out the attack is removed from the comguishable from legitimate e-mails. Even if this protection
puter)
would be successful to protect a single host, this approach
will not help others to efficiently fight against DHA.
Simple aging: After a given amount of time elapsed from
The filtering approach can be real-time or log-based.
the insertion of the address into the RBL the address
If the protection is based on log analysis and is not realis removed automatically. The problem with simple
time, then then the attacker has large time windows to
aging is that an attacker can easily estimate when
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the address is cleared from the RBL, therefore he can
immediately restart attacking using that address.
Multi-phase aging: After the address of the attacker inserted into the list, we can expect that no more error
report will arrive to the server corresponding to the
given attacker. (Every server instantly filters out the
traffic coming from the attacker) During multi-phase
aging we define some protected hosts (automatically,
manually, or randomly), which computers will not
filter out traffic from the attacker, but report any attacking traffic. If the attacker renews or continues
the attacks, the server may have fresh information
about the attacker and so it can remain on the list
for a longer time.
In our prototype implementation (described later) we
use the combination of simple and administrator-driven
aging methods.

4.4

Prototype Implementation

In order to test our proposed method and to resolve the
issue of DHA attacks to our networks, we developed a prototype implementation. Our prototype application was
planned as an extension of our previous network security
efforts [2].
Our anti-DoS system presented in [2] contains a frontend component for SMTP servers to measure traffic levels
and eliminate DoS attacks by statistical analysis. Our enhancements in this component enable us to use the proposed filter mechanism: The front-end can lookup the
other party’s IP address and check if it belongs to a possible attacker. If an attacker is found, the front-end drops
the connection with an STMP (temporary) error. For
collecting the data about the possible attackers, we developed new components. The role of these components
is to analyze the SMTP traffic and report any possible
attacker. This is done by real-time analysis of the log
file generated by the SMTP server software (MTA). The
structure of our prototype system is shown in Figure 3.
It was necessary to design the transport methods for
our components. For administrative and informative
tasks we simply built a dynamic web-page. For transferring information about attackers to third-parties (eg.
ISP’s) we selected XML format and the e-mail system
as transport method. For transporting the information
about possible attackers and queries about IP addresses
we selected a scalable, fast, robust, and firewall-friendly
transport method: DNS queries.
For filtering SMTP traffic, DNS queries are very popular: RBL servers get query information encoded into
a DNS query and they return filtering information that
looks like a regular DNS answer. (eg. the answer is encoded as an IP address. 127.0.0.1 means the host is not
on the list, 127.0.0.2 means that the host mentioned in
the query is an attacker. The actual code representation depends on the provider.) The DNS system supports
clustering (i.e. multiple DNS servers can be created for

VIRUSFLAGS-server

DNS-server
RBL-database

Internet

Administration interface

E-mail server

...
port 25:
exim
mail que
...

inetd

...
port 10025:
exim
mail que
...

ADOS Statistical engine

Users’ mailboxes

Decision making
port 10024: Amavisd
Real-time syslog check
DHA query engine VIRUSFLAGS report/query engine

Unpacker tools

Virus scanners

Figure 3: The structure of our prototype system

answering the queries). The DNS system is very transparent to the firewalls, because almost every firewall and
filtering system lets the DNS traffic go through, and it
can be easily limited by access rules. The DNS queries
are very fast, as they mainly use simple UDP packets for
transporting the information. The results of the query
can be cached by a local DNS server: For a given amount
of time, the re-check of an IP address can be faster and
therefore the system can be more efficient during communication with sites with a high network traffic. The
caching mechanism depends mainly on the settings of the
authorative DNS server, i.e. the RBL server. If the RBL
server tells the immediate DNS server that a given data
is not cacheable (eg. a traffic report), then the local DNS
server will repeat the query every time.
The procedure of incident reporting is presented in Figure 4.
Step 1. The attacker sends an e-mail to an internet mail
server (MTA).
Step 2. The SMTP server answers with valid information: the user is unknown in the system.
Step 3. The SMTP server sends an incident report to
the server. This is done by a DNS query with a
special format. The queried DNS name contains the
information about the offending host.
Step 3b. The DNS server of the MTA forwards the query
to another DNS server or directly to the DHA RBL
server. The RBL server decodes the query and processes it.
The filtering mechanism in our prototype system is
very simple: After a low number of e-mails sent to unknown addresses (currently set to 10) we insert the offending address into the RBL list.
Figure 5 shows the procedure when a enlisted attacker
tries to send a new mail to an arbitrary protected host.
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Figure 6: Example graphical statistics for attacking host
Figure 4: Reporting an incident to the antiDHA system

Step 1. The attacker tries to send an e-mail to an internet mail server (MTA).
Step 2. The SMTP server sends a DNS query with the
address of the client (the attacker) embedded in the
query.
Step 3. The DNS server of the MTA forwards the query
to the DNA RBL server.
Step 4. The RBL server answers the query with a special
form of IP address, meaning ”Yes, the computer is in
the RBL list”. The DNS server can cache the answer
for a given address, the caching time (TTL- time to
live) can be controlled by the RBL server.
Step 5. The DNS server sends back the answer to the
SMTP server (protected host).
Step 6. The SMTP server denies the connection with the
attacker. This can be done at TCP level, or the attacker can be denied with a proper SMTP error code
and explanation.

The data collected from the reporters is not only usable to setting up a filter list. The results are stored in
a database and the behavior of attackers can be examined. Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of the
attacks of a single host. We implemented numerous statistical elements into our management system to be able to
drill down into statistical data and get actual information
about attacks. Our system also makes it possible to send
attack definition to the ISP of the attacker host based
on standard format (idmef - intrusion detection message
exchange format).
The results of centralized filtering is that the attacker
can carry out only a very limited number trials against the
protected domains. Of course, our method does not limit
the attacks carried out against unprotected domains. The
effect of the protection therefore modifies the expected income of the attacker. According to our experience, our
model should be refined according to false positives: The
system correctly detects spamming sources, but sometimes users do not want to filter out the relay server of
big ISP’s. To handle this situation we can use a whitelist
or combine the filtering mechanism with other filtering
methods.

4.5

Figure 5: Filtering attacker using the data from the DHA
RBL
The actual report from the SMTP server consists of the
unix timestamp of the report, the reporter’s user id, the
suspicious ip address, and a keyed hash of the previously
mentioned data elements whereas the key is a manually
set constant key. The report format also can contain information (e.g. first characters) about the email address
tried by the attacker.

Results of the Prototype Implementation

Using the prototype implementation we carried out some
investigations in February, 2006 about the success of our
proposed method. The short analysis of the log files on
a typical day on two of our system is the following: On
one of our systems (system A) the number of emails with
unknown recipients were 4317 from 59 distinct hosts, for
5 days 27578 emails from 528 hosts. On system B the
number of attacking emails on a typical day were 6421
from 2530 hosts, 47149 messages from 13820 distinct IPs
in 5 days, the most attacking 5 hosts sent about 13000
messages in that five days. Only 6 hosts attacked both
systems simultaneously if we only investigate the one-day
data, 57 hosts are attacking both hosts in the 5 day interval. Interestingly, the attack on system A is almost
disappearing during the night, while system B is under a
constant attack.
The results show that on System A a host-based protection can be used to filter out the attackers (as number
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of attackers is very low, and the attacking emails coming
from each host is high), but a network-based filtering is
necessary to handle the attack of the thousands of hosts
attacking System B.

No. of emails and filtered connections

600

Figure 7 shows the effect of the filtering in system A.
When the filtering is turned on the number of incoming
emails with unknown recipients sharply declined. The
main reason of this good result is that the number of
attackers was very limited.
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Figure 9: System B. Success of filtering
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Figure 7: System A. Success of filtering

Figure 8 shows the typical variation of the emails on
system B. After enabling the filtering mechanism, Figure 9 shows the change in the number of emails with unknown recipients and the number of filtered SMTP connections trials by our prototype implementation simultaneously. The number of filtered connections is very low,
the reason behind this is that the attack was very distributed, a large number of hosts took place in the attack
and most of them only sent a low number of emails. After some hours, the number of attacking emails lowered
sharply. A possible interpretation of this effect is that the
attacker measures the quality of the attack, and due to
the filtration one of the attackers decided to stop the attack. Using higher number of hosts to collect data about
attackers could enhance the protection.

600

500

No. of emails

Conclusion

In this paper we analyzed the e-mail Directory Harvest
Attack. We have shown that the generic DHA attack
(found in-the-wild) can be optimized. An optimal attacking algorithm based on wordlist statistics has been presented. We derived formulae for the expected number of
successfully attacked e-mail addresses for the presented
algorithms. Our simulation results based on real data
supported the feasibility and efficiency of our proposed
algorithm. The description of the attack methods helped
us to better understand DHA attacks and clearly see the
limits of the attack and the protection against it.
We investigated the possible countermeasures in detail. We argued that to protect against a distributed
DHA attack we should introduce a network-based protection. A possible solution should include methods and
algorithms for the detection, filtering, list cleanup (aging), data transportation, etc. Our proposed centralized,
blacklist based DHA protection system is implemented on
the level of a prototype. The results collected from reallife data of the prototype system were also examined.
In the near future we plan to deploy our prototype system into real-life business environment. Meanwhile we try
to expand the functionality of the individual system components as these components can be used to fight against
a wide range of network attacks, e.g. DoS attacks and
e-mail viruses and worms. Our system also helps us to
collect statistical data about attackers and attack methods.
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